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ORCA

Orca gives athletes the confidence they need to
reach their goals, boosting them with the strength
they need to go even farther than they imagine,
with high-quality aerodynamic products to achieve maximum efficiency.
We’re originally a triathlon brand, but we love
challenges and constant evolution. That’s why
we’re revolutionary in incipient sports, such as the
swimrun and open water swimming. From athletes
for athletes.
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HVNK S6 SLEEVELESS MEN / HVNL S6 WOMEN

TEAM ORCA

SEBASTIAN KIENLE
World Champion Ironman Kona 2014

NON STANFORD
ITU World Champion 2013

ÅSA LUNDSTRÖM
2X Ironman Champion

ANDREW STARYKOWICZ
Fastest Ironman Bike Split in history
Ironman Champion

ALBERT MORENO
2nd in Ironman Aix Provence 2013

DANI MOLINA
Paralympic Aquathlon World Champion
2x 2nd Paralympic Triathlon World
Championship

ALESSANDRO FABIAN
Italian Triathlon Champion

RUBÉN RUZAFA
29x Xterra World Champion

ROGER SERRANO
ITU Cross Triathlon World Champion

CESC GODOY
2nd Alpe d’Huez Triathlon 2010

MIKE PHILLIPS
2x Ironman 70.3 Runner-up

SOPHIE CORBIDGE
Oceania & National Sprint Champion
2015

SOPHIA SALLER
ITU U-23 World Champion 2013

SIMON COCHRANE
5th Ironman Cairns

NATALIE SEYMOUR
2nd Ironman Dublin 70.3

BRUNO PAIS
Portuguese athlete

PERU ALFARO
3rd in Ironman Wales

SEPPE ODEYN
Belgian champion long distance duathlon

GRAHAM O’GRADY
2nd Weihai ITU Long Distance Triathlon
World Series Event 2013

ROSTISLAV PEVTSOV
Gran Canaria ETU Triathlon Cup 2017
Champion
2nd Chengdu ITU Triathlon World Cup
2017

CAROLINE LIVESEY
2nd Ironman UK 2015

GWENAËL OUILLERES
Triathlon international d’Annecy 2012
Champion

TAMARA GÓMEZ
Spanish triathlete

VICENTE HERNÁNDEZ
Spanish triathlete
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TECHNOLOGIES ORCA
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TECHNOLOGIES ORCA

0.88 FREE

0.88 Free technology
has been developed
together with Yamamoto
exclusively for Orca, with
the aim of producing
the most elastic material
available today.
The construction of
five layers of neoprene,
combined with a warm,
reflective titanium
skin, is the secret to
achieving the great
thermal insulation of this
lightweight material. The
thinnest wetsuit on the
market at only 0.5 mm
thick, it combines the
best lining with a layer of
titanium to provide better
thermal insulation. This
revolutionary material
is used on the arms and
back to provide a wider
range for your arm
stroke. A high-tech step
forward.
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EXO-LIFT

Exo-lift uses a sandwichtype construction that
combines a layer of
neoprene, Aerodome
technology and a third
inner neoprene layer with
a specific treatment to
make the wetsuit even
more resistant, achieving
maximum buoyancy
over long distances and
0% water absorption. A
little help to maintain a
hydrodynamic position
at all times, even when
you’re tired.

AERODOME 2

This new technology
applied to the lower
trunk area provides 30%
greater buoyancy for
swimmers. The secret
lies in its composition:
hundreds of cavities
located between two
layers of previously
treated neoprene.
Unlike the Exo-lift,
the inner layer of this
material is made up of a
high-quality lining that
gives the wetsuit greater
elasticity. Orca uses this
material in the areas with
the greatest body weight
to raise you up to an
optimal position in the
water.

CORE
LATERAL
STABILISER
(CLS) WITH
EXO-CELL

CLS is a panel made from
Exo-cell that provides
lateral rigidity on the
abdomen to strengthen
your core and thus
prevent twisting. This
technology helps you
maintain an effective
technique longer, raising
your lower trunk for
better performance,
thanks to its 5-mm thick
side Exo-cell panels
that provide 25% more
buoyancy than the
Aerodome.

YAMAMOTO 44

This material, exclusively
from Orca, is Yamamoto’s
most elastic version of
wetsuits, with a thickness
of 1.5 mm. The use of this
flexible element makes it
possible to use a smaller
zip than is found on the
rest of the wetsuits in
the market. A smaller
zip is less restrictive
and improves the
impermeability your gear.

HYDROLITE

The HydroLite panels
help the wetsuit
come of easier, for
faster transitions. This
technology, combined
with the SCS coating,
helps the water slide
off your wetsuit,
without impregnating it,
considerably improving
your hydrodynamics.

INFINITY SKIN

The inner Infinity Skin
lining provides the feeling
of absolute freedom.
Designed based on a
high-elasticity nylon that
incorporates bamboo
fibres, this technology is
applied to the lining of
our wetsuits to offer you
greater flexibility with
each stroke. This cloth
maintains body heat
longer, reduces body
odour and the appearance
of bacteria in your
wetsuit. It is also made
from natural eco-friendly
materials to prevent
the appearance of skin
irritation and care for the
environment.

SUPER
COMPOSITE
SKIN (SCS)

Super Composite Skin
(SCS) es el referente
en revestimientos de los
neoprenos de triatlón,
por su capacidad de
reducción de la fricción
y por proporcionar la
mayor hidrodinámica
posible. Orca emplea
el más innovador de los
Nano SCS, desarrollado
por la casa Yamamoto,
que asegura la máxima
velocidad posible en el
agua. El coeficiente de
fricción en el agua del
Nano SCS de Orca es de
0,026 en comparación
con el 4,0 de media de
los restantes neoprenos.

NANO ICE

This innovative
technology, exclusively
from Orca, provides a
low friction coefficient
and ensures optimal
hydrodynamics.

FT1

This new technology,
exclusively from Orca,
consists of ribbed
neoprene. Its used for the
lower joints to achieve
maximum elasticity
during the race. Your
transitions have never
been so fast.
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TRIATHLON
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HVN2 SONAR MEN

Orca originally began with the triathlon and over
these 25 years, we have concentrated all our efforts
in developing products that boost the capacities of
our triathletes, from wetsuits to clothing and accessories. In recent years, our leadership role in
the triathlon has enabled us to discover and make
inroads into other categories, but our passion continues to be innovating and discovering new technologies and techniques in the triathlon, our predilection.
15

The triathlon wetsuit is much more than a simple piece of sports gear.
It’s a key part of your performance, a weapon that marks the difference
between you and your rivals. It will give you extra support where you need
it the most as you build your skills in the water. For more than twenty
years we have had a single goal: to provide the best wetsuit for each type
of triathlete.

Selecting the right wetsuit is essential to
enhance your performance, which is why
we have created the Orca Swim Scale,
the tool that helps you determine which
wetsuit is best for you.

Photo:

GVN1 3.8 MEN

TRIATHLON
WETSUITS
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TRIATHLON
WETSUITS

Having examined different
swimmers, Orca has
identified three general
types in the triathlon: The
Natural Swimmer, who
has a refined technique
without any major errors;
the Total Swimmer, who
has skills, but makes small
mistakes in relation to
the lower trunk while
swimming; and finally, the
Progressive Swimmer, who
has certain shortcomings
where technique is
concerned. We know that
not all triathletes are the
same, and that’s why our
wetsuits are not identical.

PROGRESSIVE SWIMMER

TOTAL SWIMMER

NATURAL SWIMMER

For maximum buoyancy

For better flexibility and increased buoyancy.

For maximum flexibility.

MEN

MEN

MEN

GVN1
Sizes:

HVNJ
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Sizes:

HVNK
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Sizes:

GVNF
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Sizes:

HVN2
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Sizes:

HVN0
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN

WOMEN

Sizes:

HVN4
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Sizes:

4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN

Find out more at:
orca.com/swimscale

GVN8
Sizes:
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HVNL
XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

HVNM
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

GVNE
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

HVN9
XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

HVN7
XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

HVNB
XS, S, M, L, XL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL
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Core lateral stabiliser (CLS)

GVN1
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

GVN8
XS, S, M, L, XL

The new 3.8 is the perfect option
for Progressive Swimmers, who need
extra buoyancy . This wetsuit has been
designed to elevate the position of the
triathlete in the water, using the most
advanced technologies on the market in
terms of buoyancy , Aerodome and Exocell, without neglecting the elasticity
needed for the arm stroked, with
Yamamoto 40. The wetsuit you need for
successful water transitions.
FLEXIBILITY

80%

BUOYANCY

100%

HYDRODYNAMIC

85%

Aerodome 2
This sandwich-type technology provides 30%
more buoyancy , with hundreds of air pockets
between the neoprene layers.

Exo-cell
Exo-cell technology extends throughout
the lower front panel, providing maximum
buoyancy . This low-density material will bring
your legs up to a raised, horizontal position.

1.5 mm 40 cell neoprene
In spite of offering maximum buoyancy ,
the use of 1.5-mm 40-cell neoprene in the
shoulders gives you the extra flexibility you
need to prevent shoulder strain.

20

The new 3.8
is the perfect
option for
Progressive
Swimmers,
who need extra
buoyancy.

GVN8 3.8 WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

This panel provides lateral rigidity in the
abdomen area to prevent twisting and to
strengthen your core. With this technology,
you’ll be able to maintain a good technique
longer.

GVN1 3.8 MEN

PROGRESSIVE SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

A. ULTIMATE SEAL COLLAR, SCS, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
B. SCS, 3MM 40CELL, INFINITYSKIN
C. SCS, 5MM 39CELL EXO-CELL
D. SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
E. SCS, 1.5MM 40CELL, INFINITYSKIN
F. SCS, 4MM CORE LATERAL STABILIZER LITE
G. SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
H. SCS, 5MM 39CELL AERODOME2 (FOR MALE)
SCS, 4MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN (FOR FEMALE)
I. SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
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PROGRESSIVE SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

HVNJ
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVNL
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

The S6 is the alternative to the 3.8 for
Progressive Swimmers. This type of
swimmer needs extra buoyancy , which
is why the S6 is designed to elevate the
triathlete’s position in the water, without
neglecting the elasticity needed for the
arm stroke. It’s the perfect tool so that
the water transition doesn’t hold you
back.
FLEXIBILITY

60%

BUOYANCY

75%

HYDRODYNAMIC

54%

Zero chafing
The neck lining reduces friction and therefore
the appearance of chafing. What’s more, the
soft material improves contact with the skin,
making it more pleasant to the touch.

Buoyancy
The S6 is intended to correct your position,
raising it as much as possible. The 5-mm
neoprene used on the hips and legs helps your
lower trunk area stay on the surface at all
times. The 3-mm panel on the chest prevents
the body from twisting, which is typical of an
incorrect breathing technique.

Flexibility
The 2-mm Yamamoto panels with 39cell SCS skin on the forearms, shoulders
and arms, combined with a flexible lining,
maintains mobility and improves flexibility.
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The S6 is the
alternative to
the 3.8 for
Progressive
Swimmers.

HVNL S6 WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

The SCS lining over the neoprene reduces
friction and helps increase speed. Its microcell
structure repels water and generates less
restriction on the forward movement.

HVNJ S6 MEN

SCS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

SCS, 3MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 2MM 39CELL
SCS, 3MM 39CELL
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SMOOTHSKIN, 5MM 38CELL
SMOOTHSKIN, 3MM 38CELL
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
SMOOTHSKIN, 5MM 38CELL
HYDROLITE, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SMOOTHSKIN, 5MM 38CELL
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PROGRESSIVE SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

HVNK
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVNM
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

The Sleeveless S6, like the version with
sleeves, is the alternative to the 3.8
for Progressive Swimmers. This type of
swimmer needs extra buoyancy , which
is why the wetsuit is designed to elevate
the triathlete’s position in the water,
without neglecting the elasticity needed
for the arm stroke. It’s the perfect tool
so that the water transition doesn’t hold
you back.
FLEXIBILITY

60%

BUOYANCY

75%

HYDRODYNAMIC

54%

Zero chafing
The neck lining reduces friction and therefore
the appearance of chafing. What’s more, the
soft material improves contact with the skin,
making it more pleasant to the touch.

Buoyancy
The S6 is intended to correct your position,
raising it as much as possible. The 5-mm thick
neoprene used on the hips and legs helps
your lower trunk area stay on the surface at
all times. The 3-mm thick panel on the chest
prevents the body from twisting, which is
typical of an incorrect breathing technique.

Speed
The Hydrolite made of 39-cell Yamamoto
neoprene on the lower part of the legs make
your transitions faster. Taking off your wetsuit
is now easier than ever.
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The Sleeveless
S6, like the
version with
sleeves, is the
alternative to
the 3.8 for
Progressive
Swimmers.

HVNM S6 SLEEVELESS WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

The SCS lining over the neoprene reduces
friction and helps increase speed. Its microcell
structure repels water and generates less
restriction on the forward movement.

HVNK S6 SLEEVELESS MEN

SCS

A.
C.
E.
F.
G.
I.
J.

SCS, 3MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 3MM 39CELL
SMOOTHSKIN, 5MM 38CELL
SMOOTHSKIN, 3MM 38CELL
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
HYDROLITE, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SMOOTHSKIN, 5MM 38CELL
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MEN
Sizes:

GVNF
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

GVNE
XS, S, M, L, XL

0.88 Free technology has been developed
together with Yamamoto, exclusively for
Orca, with the aim of producing the most
elastic material available today. The thinnest
wetsuit on the market, only 0.5 mm thick,
it combines the best lining with a layer of
titanium to provide better thermal insulation.

The Predator wetsuit is ideal for
swimmers who are looking for the perfect
balance between buoyancy and flexibility.
Designed for Total Swimmers, it provides
maximum effectiveness by focusing
buoyancy on the legs and flexibility in
the upper body. It raises the hips to
position your entire body correctly in the
water, achieving the least hydrodynamic
restriction possible. The most advanced
technology for better performance.
FLEXIBILITY

96%

BUOYANCY

94%

HYDRODYNAMIC

100%

Exo-lift
Exo-lift uses a sandwich-type construction
that combines a layer of neoprene, Aerodome
technology and a third inner neoprene
layer with a specific treatment to make the
Predator even more resistant, achieving
maximum buoyancy and 0% water absorption.
A little help to maintain a hydrodynamic
position at all times, even when you’re tired.

Aerodome 2
This new technology applied to the lower
trunk area provides 30% greater buoyancy for
swimmers. The secret lies in its composition:
hundreds of cavities located between two
layers of previously treated neoprene.

Core Lateral Stabilizer (CLS) with exocell
CLS is a panel made from Exo-cell that
provides lateral rigidity on the abdomen
to strengthen your core and thus prevent
twisting. This technology helps maintain an
effective technique longer, thanks to its 5-mm
thickness of its Exo-cell side panels.
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The Predator
wetsuit is ideal
for swimmers
who are looking
for the perfect
balance between
buoyancy and
flexibility.

GVNE PREDATOR WOMEN

0.88 Free

GVNF PREDATOR MEN

TOTAL SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

A. DOUBLE SIDED SCS COATED COLLAR
WITH ULTIMATE SEAL EDGE, 39CELL
B. NANO ICE SCS, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
C. NANO ICE SCS, 5MM 39CELL, EXO-LIFT(2)
D. NANO SCS, 5MM 40CELL, HYDROLITE
E. 0.88 FREE + TITANIUM
F. SCS, 1.5MM, 44CELL, INFINITYSKIN
G. SCS, 1.5MM, 39CELL, HYDROLITE
H. SCS, 4MM, 40CELL + AERODOME2
I. SCS, 4MM CORE LATERAL STABILIZER2
J. NANO SCS, 5MM 39CELL, EXO-LIFT(2)
K. NANO SCS, 2MM 40CELL, HYDROLITE
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TOTAL SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

HVN2
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVN9
XS, S, M, L, XL

The Sonar is the total solution, the centre of the
matrix. The most versatile wetsuit of the range, it
adapts to the technical and financial possibilities of
most of the triathlon community.
Ideal for Total Swimmers, who seek perfect harmony
between buoyancy and flexibility, it provides both
where you need them the most: flotability in the
lower body and flexibility in the upper body. With
this combination, a correct position is achieved in the
water, favouring your hydrodynamics. Regardless of
the gear you’ve used until now, this iconic wetsuit has
been specifically designed not to disappoint.
FLEXIBILITY

73%

BUOYANCY

85%

HYDRODYNAMIC

75%

Core Lateral Stabilizer (CLS)
This panel provides lateral support in the
abdomen to avoid lateral movement and
reinforce your core. With this technology,
you will be able to maintain a good technique
for longer.

No chafing
Velcro has been added to the outer flap of the
wetsuit, which together with the laser cut used
in the collar seam reduces friction and chafing.

Speed
A new feature in the new Sonar wetsuit is
the addition of a thinner lower leg panel,
a Yamamoto composite with 39 cell nano
SCS coating which reduces friction in the
transitions. In addition, Hydrolite panels help
make the wetsuit easier to remove so that
your transitions are even faster.
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The Sonar is the
total solution,
the centre of the
matrix.

HVN9 SONAR WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

This new technology, used in the lower
body, provides the swimmer with 30% more
buoyancy. The secret is in its composition
made up of hundreds of cavities between two
treated layers of neoprene.

HVN2 SONAR MEN

Aerodome 2

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

SCS, 2MM 39CELL, SUPER STRETCH
SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 3MM 39CELL, SUPER STRETCH
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 5MM 39CELL AERODOME (FOR MALE)
SCS, 4MM 39CELL (FOR FEMALE)
F. SCS, 4MM 38CELL
G. SCS, 5MM 39CELL (FOR MALE)
SCS, 3MM 39CELL (FOR FEMALE)
H. SCS, 3MM 39CELL
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MEN
Sizes:

HVN0
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVN7
XS, S, M, L, XL

0.88 Free technology has been developed
together with Yamamoto, exclusively for
Orca, with the aim of producing the most
elastic material available today. The thinnest
wetsuit on the market, only 0.5 mm thick,
it combines the best lining with a layer of
titanium to provide better thermal insulation.

The combination of innovative technologies, such
as Yamamoto 0.88 neopprene on the arms and
Yamamoto 44 on the shoulders, make the new Alpha
the most elastic wetsuit on the market. It addition,
its new FT1 technology on the knee panel offers
unprecedented freedom of movement: with the new
Alpha, you’ll fly through your longest transitions. As
a novel feature, this wetsuit includes a new reverse zip
system that is shorter, does not limit your arm stroke
and offers unprecedented flexibility. The perfect
weapon for Natural Swimmers, those who come
from a swimming background and who innately have
a correct swimming technique, free of any serious
flaws. Concentrate on what really matters: swimming
without limits.
FLEXIBILITY

100%

BUOYANCY

75%

HYDRODYNAMIC

90%

Yamamoto 44
This material, exclusively from Orca, is
Yamamoto’s most elastic version of wetsuits,
with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The use of this
flexible element makes it possible to use a
shorter zip than is found on the rest of the
wetsuits in the market.

Speed
The wetsuit’s SCS treatment reduces friction
while you swim and the HydroLite panels on
the legs, along with FT1 technology, let you
run with greater freedom. Transitions have
never been so fast.

Shorterzipper system
The new reverse zip prevents the zip from
opening during the race. In addition, since the
zip is shorter and smaller, it is less restrictive.
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The combination
of innovative
technologies,
such as
Yamamoto 0.88
neopprene on
the arms and
Yamamoto 44
on the shoulders,
make the new
Alpha the most
elastic wetsuit
on the market.

HVN7 ALPHA WOMEN

0.88 Free

HVN0 ALPHA MEN

NATURAL SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

A. ULTIMATE SEAL COLLAR, SCS, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
B. NANO SCS, 1.5MM 44 CELL, INFINITYSKIN
C. 0.88 FREE, SCS + TITANIUM
D. NANO SCS, 3MM 40 CELL, INFINITYSKIN
E. NANO SCS, 1.5MM 40CELL, INFINITYSKIN
F. NANO SCS, 3MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN
G. NANO SCS, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
H. NANO SCS, 4MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
I. SCS, 2MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN, EMBOSS
J. SCS, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
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NATURAL SWIMMER TRIATHLON WETSUITS

HVN4
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVNB
XS, S, M, L, XL

Maximum flexibility without altering
your position; that’s what our Equip
wetsuit offers, which is ideal for Natural
Swimmers. It has Yamamoto 39
technology and the most elastic lining
on the market. What’s more, the right
amount of buoyancy has been applied for
this type of swimmer, to prevent raising
the lower part of the trunk too much and
kicking out of the water.
FLEXIBILITY

75%

BUOYANCY

53%

HYDRODYNAMIC

54%

Buoyancy
The buoyancy provided by this wetsuit with
39-cell SCS keeps your position horizontal
and elevated, without interfering with your
swimming technique. It provides just the right
amount of buoyancy to ensure the thermal
insulation you need.

Speed
The front panel made from Yamamoto
neoprene with a 39-cell SCS skin, reduces
friction while you swim. The HydroLite panels
help the wetsuit come of easier, for even
faster transitions.

Comfort
The addition of these technologies, properly
applied, provide lightness while you swim,
ideal for those who feel weighted down by
neoprene.
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Maximum
flexibility
without altering
your position.

HVNB EQUIP WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

The inner Infinity Skin lining now extends
throughout the wetsuit, providing the
sensation of absolute freedom. The 1.5mm arms provide unprecedented flexibility
typically found in top-of-the-line wetsuits.

HVN4 EQUIP MEN

Flexibility

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

SCS, 4MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SMOOTHSKIN, 3MM 38CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SMOOTHSKIN, 4MM 38CELL
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
HYDROLITE, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
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Whether you compete in long or short distances, or if you train on a
regular basis, Orca has the triathlon gear you need. Specifically focused
on improving aerodynamics, the RS1 and 226 ranges have developed
fabrics and specific seams that boost speed and permit the least
restriction possible. Whether you’re a professional or a weekend warrior,
Orca has the perfect range for you.

The most innovative fabrics, made with
next generation technologies, combined
with specific seams and a perfect fit,
make all three Orca ranges of triathlon
gear the most complete and versatile on
the market.

Foto:

HVSA SWIMSKIN MEN

GEAR
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RS1
RS1 is the best bet for
those who are looking for
maximum effectiveness
in their performance. RS1
is our premium triathlon
range, and the leader in
terms of performance,
speed and aerodynamics.
It is developed specifically
with the best fabrics and
the latest technologies.
Tested by the best
athletes at Kona and in a
wind tunnel.

MEN

HVR0 Killa race suit

HVR2 Dream Kona race suit

HVSA Swimskin

HVSD Sleeved swimskin

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL

01

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

02

01

01

XS, S, M, L, XL

HVR1

Killa race suit

HVR5 Dream Kona race suit

HVSB Swimskin

HVSE Sleeved swimskin

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

02

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

01

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

01

Photo:

01

HVR0 KILLA RACE SUIT MEN

WOMEN

36
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RS1 GEAR

DREAM KONA
RACE SUIT

HVR0
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVR1
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

If you’re looking for a lightweight tri suit that is breathable and
with the best hydrodynamic performance, the RS1 Killa is your
best option for short-distance triathlons.

01
HVR0 KILLA RACE SUIT MEN

Lightweight breathability
The FeatherLite fabric on the lower part of the body, combined
with HydroSkin on the upper part, offers you the best
hydrodynamic balance and breathability with the least weight
possible.
Maximum comfort
Its exclusive Orca chamois, with a density of 80 kg and a
thickness of 2-5 mm, specifically designed for women, ensures
freedom of movement in a suit that adjusts perfectly to your
body.

HVR1 KILLA RACE SUIT WOMEN

01

38

Reduced friction
The combination of the HydroSkin Dry and Carbon6 layers,
both of which are waterproof, reduces friction and increases
the speed of each arm stroke, minimising water absorption and
maintaining buoyancy, since water cannot penetrate the fabric.

MEN
Sizes:

HVR2
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVR5
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

The best aero tri suit on the market. Developed together with
athletes such as Sebastian Kienle, Andrew Starykowicz and Asa
Lundstrom to provide maximum performance. Exclusive Orca
fabrics provide the greatest aerodynamic benefit in addition to
keeping your body dry, thanks to their hydrophobic properties.
02

HVR2 DREAM KONA RACE SUIT MEN

MEN
Sizes:

HVR5 DREAM KONA RACE SUIT WOMEN

KILLA
RACE SUIT

Friction-reducing fabric
The front panel and sleeves are made from AeroSkin2 fabric
that reduces friction in the water and improves aerodynamics
on the bicycle. This new fabric provides greater lightness and
flexibility.
Aerodinamic design
The new fabric on the sleeves and back, together with
ultrasonically-sealed seams improve aerodynamics on the
bicycle. Its 3D texture has been optimised in a wind tunnel
to delay the lift of the boundary layer, reducing the cyclist’s
aerodynamic coefficient.

02

Maximum elasticity
With this new combination of fabrics, besides better
aerodynamic performance, you’ll have enough elasticity to swim
with the top part on, thus saving a few valuable seconds during
the transition.
Breathability
Thanks to coldblack® technology, the black colour of the
back behaves like a white fabric for better temperature
regulation. What’s more, the side mesh panels give you greater
breathability where you need it most. The 3D texture of the
fabric on the sleeves and back reduces the area that is in contact
with your skin, providing greater breathability.
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HVR2 DREAM KONA RACE SUIT MEN

RS1 GEAR
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RS1 GEAR

SLEEVED SWIMSKIN

HVSA
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVSB
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

HVSA SWIMSKIN MEN

01

When you’re not allowed to use a wetsuit, the RS1 Swimskin
is the perfect choice for extra buoyancy, support and better
hydrodynamics. Its completely waterproof fabric prevents water
absorption while minimising friction when moving through the
water. Its super compressive properties help keep your core
stable longer. This suit has been designed for an extremely close
fit, which in spite of making it a little more tedious to put on, will
benefit you while swimming, without affecting the transition.
The RS1 Swimskin also comes in a version with sleeves, so you
can choose the combination you like best.
Chafing reduction
Our revolutionary water-repellent HydroSkin Dry has a water
absorption coefficient of 0% after 3 hours, which increases your
speed and provides extra buoyancy, due to the exclusive method
used to produce the fabric, developed by Orca.
Confort and performance
The sealed seams make this suit more flexible and comfortable,
permitting greater freedom of movements while swimming,
without neglecting maximum core support.

HVSB SWIMSKIN WOMEN

01

42

With a cut intended for the specific needs of swimmers, the
Swimskin moves with you to ensure maximum freedom of
movement.

MEN
Sizes:

HVSD
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVSE
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

01
HVSD SLEEVED SWIMSKIN MEN

MEN
Sizes:

When you’re not allowed to use a wetsuit, the RS1 Swimskin
is the perfect choice for extra buoyancy, support and better
hydrodynamics. Its completely waterproof fabric prevents water
absorption while minimising friction when moving through the
water. Its super compressive properties help keep your core
stable longer. This suit has been designed for an extremely close
fit, which in spite of making it a little more tedious to put on, will
benefit you while swimming, without affecting the transition.
The RS1 Swimskin also comes in a sleeveless version, so you can
choose the combination you like best.
Chafing reduction
Our revolutionary water-repellent HydroSkin Dry has a water
absorption coefficient of 0% after 3 hours, which increases your
speed and provides extra buoyancy, due to the exclusive method
used to produce the fabric, developed by Orca.
Confort and performance
The sealed seams make this suit more flexible and comfortable,
permitting greater freedom of movements while swimming,
without neglecting maximum core support.

01
HVSE SLEEVED SWIMSKIN WOMEN

SWIMSKIN

With a cut intended for the specific needs of swimmers, the
Swimskin moves with you to ensure maximum freedom of
movement.
Design with sleeves
With the new rules that permit the use of sleeves, this swimskin
gives you better hydrodynamic performance while preventing
the water absorbance of your aero tri suit.
The fabric on the sleeves has been specifically selected for its
elastic and waterproofing properties, which ensure the greatest
freedom in arm strokes.
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226
226 is synonymous with
speed and comfort,
both of which are
necessary in long distance
competitions. Its very
breathable fabrics have
compression components
so you perform at your
best longer.

MEN

HVD0 Kompress race suit

HVDD Kompress aero race suit

HVD4 Tritank

HVDE Tri jersey

HVD5 Kompress tri pant

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

02

16

02

16

15

16

15

16

01

15

16

HVD7 Kompress race suit

HVDF Kompress aero race suit

HVDB Singlet

HVDC Tri jersey

HVDA Kompress tri pant

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

02

17

02

02

17

17

01

02

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

17

Photo:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

HVD4 TRITANK MEN

WOMEN
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226 GEAR

HVD0
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVD7
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

With it’s unique blend of Stretchskin and Vapour-Cool fabrics,
our 226 Kompress Race Suit will improve aerodynamics,
decrease muscle fatigue, naturally keep you cool, and provide
maximum comfort over long distances. A regenerated TriTech Chamois with 110kg density is cushioned in just the areas
triathletes need, while angled covered pockets give plenty of
space to store all the nutrition you need.
16

HVD0 KOMPRESS RACE SUIT MEN

02

Vapour-cool
Used on the chest and lower back panel of the racesuit, the
nano-crystal technology with UPF50+ sun protection keeps
the body cool and promotes fast wicking to keep you feeling
drier in hot conditions.

HVD7 KOMPRESS RACE SUIT WOMEN

02

46

Stretchskin
This next-generation technical fabric fits the body like a
second skin to offer outstanding muscle support and improved
aerodynamics, along with exceptional breathability. Used on the
legs, sides and shoulder panels it allows for quick drying and and
excellent UV protection.

17

Badana tri-tech
With a 2-8mm moulded cut, this 110kg density PU foam
chamois is calibrated to move with the user with the location of
the cushioned areas designed specifically for triathletes needs.
Almacenamiento
Two angled covered pockets on either side of the lower back
give you plenty of space to store the nutrition you need within
easy reach.

MEN
Sizes:

HVDD
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVDF
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

HVDD KOMPRESS AERO RACE SUIT MEN

MEN
Sizes:

KOMPRESS AERO
RACE SUIT

HVDF KOMPRESS AERO RACE SUIT WOMEN

KOMPRESS RACE
SUIT

With a unique un-connected waist feature, the Kompress SS
Race Suit with Open Waist fully opens at the front to allow for
faster transitions and quick toilet breaks. Whilst sleeves and
the next-generation Stretchskin fabric improve aerodyanamics
and offer outstanding muscle support. Our Vapour-Cool fabric
keeps you cool naturally while the 2-8mm moulded Tri-Tech
chamois provides you comfort in all the right places.
02

16

Stretchskin
This next-generation technical fabric fits the body like a
second skin to offer outstanding muscle support and improved
aerodynamics, along with exceptional breathability. Used on the
legs, sides and shoulder panels it allows for quick drying and and
excellent UV protection
Vapour-cool
Used on the chest and lower back panel of the racesuit, the
nano-crystal technology with UPF50+ sun protection keeps
the body cool and promotes fast wicking to keep you feeling
drier in hot conditions.

02

Open waist
Front of the race suit fully opens to allow for faster transitions
and quick toilet breaks during the race!.
Badana tri-tech
With a 2-8mm moulded cut, this 110kg density PU foam
chamois is calibrated to move with the user with the location of
the cushioned areas designed specifically for triathletes needs.
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226 GEAR

TRI TANK

SINGLET

MEN
Sizes:

WOMEN
Sizes:

Fully constructed of high performance Enduro Mesh, the 226
Printed Tri Tank is both highly breathable and fast wicking to
provide maximum comfort over long distances. Ample storage
is provided with three large rear pockets across the lower back and you will stand out with our specially designed Orca print!
Enduro mesh
Fully constructed of this high performance mesh fabric, the Tri
Tank provides high levels of breathability and wicking.
Storage
Three large rear pockets across the lower back give you plenty
of room to store the nutrition you need within easy reach in a
position that minimizes bounce.
Reflective
Strategically placed reflective logos ensure you stay visible
when the light starts to drop.

15

16

HVDB SINGLET WOMEN

16

HVD4 TRI TANK MEN

15

HVDB
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

A stylish piece to add pop to your long distance triathlon
outfit, our 226 Womens Singlet uses the technical Stretchskin
fabric to fit like a second skin and improve aerodynamics whilst
providing UV protection. Side panels of naturally cooling
Vapour-Cool provide excellent breathability while two angled
covered rear pockets give you plenty of space for the nutrition
you need. A built-in Cool Breath Internal Bra provides extra
support where you need it.
Stretchskin
Used on the shoulders and arms of the Tri Jersey, this nextgeneration technical fabric fits the body like a second skin to
offer outstanding muscle support and improved aerodynamics,
as well as excellent UV protection.

HVD7 KOMPRESS RACE SUIT WOMEN

HVD4
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Vapour cool
Used on the chest and side panels, the nano-crystal technology
with UPF50+ sun protection keeps the body cool and promotes
fast wicking to keep you feeling drier in hot conditions.
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Photo:

Storage
Two angled covered rear pockets give you plenty of space to
store the nutrition you need within easy reach.
49

226 GEAR

TRI JERSEY
WOMEN
Sizes:

HVDC
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

15

HVDE TRI JERSEY HOMBRE

Stretchskin
This next-generation technical fabric fits the body like a
second skin to offer outstanding muscle support and improved
aerodynamics, along with exceptional breathability. Used on the
sides, lower back, and shoulder panels it allows for quick drying
and and excellent UV protection.
Vapour-cool
Used on the chest and underarm panels of the jersey, the nanocrystal technology with UPF50+ sun protection keeps the body
cool and promotes fast wicking to keep you feeling drier in hot
conditions.

HVDC TRI JERSEY MUJER

17

50

16

The 226 Mens Tri Jersey offers high performance for long
distance racing. Using a mix of technical Stretchskin fabric for
outstanding muscle support and improved aerodyanamics with
excellent UV protection, along with Vapour-Cool on the chest
and underarms to naturally cool the body and promote fast
wicking to keep you feeling drier longer in hot conditions. Three
large rear pockets across the lower back gives plenty of room to
store the nutrition you need within easy reach.

Storage
Three large rear pockets across the lower back give you plenty
of room to store the nutrition you need within easy reach in a
position that minimizes bounce.

MEN
Sizes:

HVD5
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVDA
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

A necessary tool in everyone’s race bag, our 226 Kompress
Tri Tech Pant uses the technical Stretchskin fabric to offer
outstanding muscle supprt and improved aerodynamics. A
2-8mm 110kg density chamois provides cushioning just where
triathletes need it for greater comfort over long distances. Two
angled covered rear pockets give ample space to store nutrition.
01

HVD5 KOMPRESS TRI PANT MEN

HVDE
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

15

Stretchskin
This next-generation technical fabric fits the body like a
second skin to offer outstanding muscle support and improved
aerodynamics, along with exceptional breathability. It allows for
quick drying and and excellent UV protection.
Badana tri-tech
La popular badana italiana Tri-Tech de 4 mm, 120 kgs/m3 de
densidad, te proporciona el mayor confort sobre la bicicleta, a la
vez que un secado rápido.

17

Storage
Two angled covered rear pockets give you plenty of space to
store the nutrition you need within easy reach
01

HVDA KOMPRESS TRI PANT WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

KOMPRESS TRI PANT

02

17
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CORE
MEN

HVC6 Short sleeve race suit

HVC0 Race suit

Sizes:

Sizes:
02

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

02

HVCF Basic race suit

HVC2 Tritank

HVC3 Tri short

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

15

15

18

02

15

01

02

16

15
HVCA SUPPORT BRA WOMEN / HVCC TRI SHORT WOMEN /HVAMVISOR WOMEN

Core is the most versatile
range, with a great variety
of design and gear for
all levels. Designed for
competition or training,
it has been specifically
designed to offer you
comfort while swimming,
pedalling or running.

WOMEN

HVCE Short sleeve race suit

HVC5 Race suit

HVC8 Support singlet

HVCA Support bra

HVCC Tri short

HVCD Hipster tri short

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Sizes:

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

02

17

02

17

17

19

01

17

01

17

XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

Photo:

02
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CORE GEAR

SHORT SLEEVE
RACE SUIT
WOMEN
Sizes:

HVCE
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

HVCE SHORT SLEEVE RACE SUIT WOMEN

HVC6 SHORT SLEEVE RACE SUIT MEN

02

54

This short-sleeved tri suit has been specifically designed to offer
you maximum aerodynamic performance and great comfort.
Its high-quality Italian fabric is made from recycled nylon,
providing a perfect fit, along with great breathability. The leg
grip keeps the tri suit in place at all times. Rear pockets let
you keep your nutrition bars and gels within easy reach. It also
includes Orca’s exclusive chamois, providing comfort for any
distance.
Short-sleeved design
Orca has developed its aerodynamic products in a wind tunnel,
checking the better performance of its sleeves against the
sleeveless version and obtaining a perfect fit. It also provides
extra protection from the sun.
Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.

02

MEN
Sizes:

HVC0
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVC5
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

02

HVC0 RACE SUIT MEN

HVC6
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Vapour side panels
Combined with a rear Soft Mesh panel, the Vapour side panels
offer greater breathability and comfort where you need it the
most.
Tri-support chamois
This 6-mm Italian chamois with a density of 120 kg has an
improved pressure line and a tight fit to offer greater comfort
on the bike.

15

The Core Race Suit is synonymous with aerodynamics and
comfort. It is made from environmentally friendly Italian-made
recycled nylon to offer you the perfect fit, sun protection and
maximum breathability. The grip at the bottom of the trousers
prevents the suit from moving about while you’re training or
competing. You can also keep everything you need in its rear
pockets to have within easy reach at all times. All this with
Orca’s exclusive chamois, providing greater comfort longer.
Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.

16

02

HVC5 RACE SUIT WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

RACE SUIT

Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.

17

Vapour side panels
Combined with a rear Soft Mesh panel, the Vapour side panels
offer greater breathability and comfort where you need it the
most.
Tri-support chamois
This 6-mm Italian chamois with a density of 120 kg has an
improved pressure line and a tight git to offer greater comfort
on the bike.
Eco-friendly
Fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.
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CORE GEAR

MEN
Sizes:

HVCF
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

15
HVCF BASIC RACE SUIT MEN

SUPPORT SINGLET

18

The Core Race Suit is synonymous with aerodynamics and
comfort. It is made from environmentally friendly Italian-made
recycled nylon to offer you the perfect fit, sun protection and
maximum breathability. The grip at the bottom of the trousers
prevents the suit from moving about while you’re training or
competing. You can also keep everything you need in its rear
pockets to have within easy reach at all times.
Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Vapour side panels
Combined with a rear Soft Mesh panel, the Vapour side panels
offer greater breathability and comfort where you need it the
most.
Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.
Iner reinforcement
For shorter competitions, the chamois is replaced by a in inner
anti-chafing fabric.
Elastic Grip
The elastic grip at the bottom keeps the trousers in place,
providing unrivalled comfort.
Storage
The rear pockets have all the space you need to carry your
nutrition bars and have them close at hand for when you need
them.
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WOMEN
Sizes:

The Core top will help you give your best day after day. This
garment offers great aerodynamics and breathability. The inner
mesh also provides the support and reinforcement you need.

HVC8
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

02
HVC8 SUPPORT SINGLET WOMEN

BASIC RACE SUIT

17

Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Vapour side panels
Combined with a rear Soft Mesh panel, the Vapour side panels
offer greater breathability and comfort where you need it the
most.
Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.
Elastic grip
The elastic grip at the bottom keeps the trousers in place,
providing unrivalled comfort.
Storage
The rear pockets have all the space you need to carry your
nutrition bars and have them close at hand for when you need
them.
Comfortable support
The inner mesh provides the support you need while training or
competing.
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HVCE SHORT SLEEVE RACE SUIT WOMEN / HVC6 SHORT SLEEVE RACE SUIT MEN

CORE GEAR
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CORE GEAR

MEN
Sizes:

SUPPORT BRA

HVC2
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

HVC2 TRI TANK MEN

02

15

This sleeveless maillot is the perfect complement to your
two-piece gear. Comfortable and breathable, it keeps you cool
during long hours of training and competition. You can also carry
everything you need, such as nutrition bars and gels, in its rear
pockets. Made with environmentally friendly, resistant materials,
it will keep you comfortable throughout the entire competition.
Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Vapour side panels
Combined with a rear Soft Mesh panel, the Vapour side panels
offer greater breathability and comfort where you need it the
most.
Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.

WOMEN
Sizes:

It’s the essential accessory for your training sessions and
competitions. Maximum comfort and safety, so you just need to
concentrate on giving it your all.

HVCA
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

17
HVCA SUPPORT BRA WOMEN

TRI TANK

19

Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.
Comfortable support
This bra provides three layers of support and comfort.
Comfortable and lightweight, it acts as a second skin.
Vapour side panels
The Vapour side panel offers greater breathability and comfort.

Storage
The rear pockets have all the space you need to carry your
nutrition bars and have them close at hand for when you need
them.
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CORE GEAR

MEN
Sizes:

HVC3
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVCC
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

HIPSTER TRI SHORT
The Core Tri Short trousers are designed with high-quality and
environmentally friendly Italian fabrics made from recycled
nylon. Comfort and speed during the footrace and on the
bicycle, the Italian Tri-tech chamois provides greater comfort
while you pedal and the elastic grip keeps the trousers in place
at all times.

HVC3 TRI SHORT MEN

01

02

Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.

15

Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.

HVCC TRI SHORT WOMEN

01
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17

Badana tri-tech
The popular 4-mm Italian Tri-Tech chamois with a density of
120 kgs/m3 will provide the greatest comfort available on the
bicycle while still drying fast.
Storage
You can store the nutritional provisions you need in the rear
centre pocket.
Elastic Grip
The elastic grip at the bottom keeps the trousers in place,
providing unrivalled comfort.

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVCD
XS/8, S/10, M/12, L/14

01
HVCD HIPSTER TRI SHORT WOMEN

TRI SHORT

17

The Core Tri Short trousers are designed with high-quality and
environmentally friendly Italian fabrics made from recycled
nylon. Comfort and speed during the footrace and on the
bicycle, the Italian Tri-tech chamois, specifically for women,
will provide greater comfort while you pedal and the elastic grip
keeps the trousers in place at all times. The cut of these trousers
will give you greater freedom of movement.
Long life fabrics
The long-lasting Italian fabric is made from LYCRA® XTRA
LIFE™, which gives it greater resistance to wear. It’s the perfect
fabric for long-distance competition and training.
Aquastretch
This lightweight fabric dries quickly and provides greater
breathability, while its skin repels water. Orca Enduro makes it
easier to glide through the water when swimming.
Eco-friendly
The fabrics are made from 80% recycled nylon.
Tri-tech chamois
Specifically designed for women, the popular Italian Tri-Tech
chamois is 6 mm thick, with a density of 120 kgs/m3. It provides
greater comfort while on the bicycle and is fast drying.
Storage
You can store the nutritional provisions you need in the rear
centre pocket of this tri short.
Elastic Grip
The elastic grip at the bottom keeps the trousers in place,
providing unrivalled comfort.
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Orca offers a great variety of articles for your triathlon races and
training sessions. Everything you need to swim, run or pedal is
found right here.

Discover our essential accessories for all
triathletes.

TRIATHLON
ACCESSORIES

64

65

ACCESSORIES
Orca’s triathlon accessory
collection offers you
everything you need for
this sport. Complete
gear makes a difference,
in both triathlon training
and competitions. From
visors and caps to protect
you from the sun to shoe
covers to go faster on the
bike. All this with Orca’s
seal of quality.

UNISEX

HVAL

Cap

Sizes:

S/M, L/XL

00

01

HVAZ Foldable cap
40

90

Sizes:

S/M, L/XL

00

01

40

HVAM Visor
90

Sizes:

U

00

01

HVAY Flexi-fit visor
40

90

Sizes:

U

00

01

40

AVAQ Speed laces
90

Sizes:

U

00

01

37

40

AVAS

Timing chip strap

GVA6 Neoprene cycle toe cover

FVA4

Aero shoe cover

GVAF Race belt

FVAG Race belt with zip pocket

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

01

40

01

01

S/M, L/XL

01

U

Photo:

01

AVAQ SPEED LACES

UNISEX
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ACCESSORIES TRIATHLON

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

HVAL
S/M, L/XL

00

01

40

90

HVAZ
S/M, L/XL

00

01

40

90

If you’re looking for a lightweight swim cap for your training
sessions or for competition that is fast-drying, protects you
from the sun and is still breathable, the Orca swim cap is what
you have been waiting for. Feel comfortable under the sun.

The Orca foldable cap protects you against UVA rays and
provides the ventilation you need. It offers customised comfort:
thanks to its exclusive folding system and light weight, you can
fold it and put it away when you don’t need it. Heat is no excuse.

Materials
100% Polyester Woven Contrast, 100% Polyester Mesh.

Materials
100% Polyester Woven Contrast, 100% Polyester Mesh.

Technical features
The lightweight fabric protects your eyes from the light, while
the side mesh improves its breathability.

Technical features
The lightweight fabric protects your eyes from the light, while
the side mesh improves its breathability.

Practical
It includes bands to hold your sunglasses when you’re wearing
them on your head. You can adjust it as you like for increased
comfort.

Practical
It includes bands to hold your sunglasses when you’re wearing
them on your head. You can adjust it as you like for increased
comfort. Very light, with its exclusive 3-flap folding system, you
can fold it and conveniently store it.
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HVAM
U

00

01

40

90

The Orca sun visor absorbs sweat and protects your eyes from
the light. Adjustable, it provides lightweight comfort. Keep a
cool head while you compete.
Materials
100% Polyester Woven Contrast, 100% Polyester Mesh.
Technical features
The sweat band prevents sweat from getting in your eyes, while
the visor protects your forehead from UVA rays.
Practical
The adjustable band lets you adapt the visor as you like, to
prevent it from moving while you run.

HVAY FLEXI-FIT VISOR

FLEXI-FIT VISOR

HVAM VISOR

VISOR

HVAZ FOLDABLE CAP

FOLDABLE CAP

HVAL CAP

CAP

HVAY
U

00

01

40

90

This flexible visor promotes ventilation and keeps you cool and
dry during the race. Comfortable and lightweight, it expels heat
so that you can concentrate on improving your time. So nothing
can stop you.
Materials
100% Polyester Woven Contrast, 100% Polyester Mesh.
Technical features
The sweat band prevents sweat from getting in your eyes, while
the visor protects your forehead from UVA rays.
Practical
The adjustable band lets you adapt the visor as you like, to
prevent it from moving while you run.
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ACCESSORIES TRIATHLON

TIMING CHIP STRAP

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

AVAQ
U

00

01

37

40

AVAS
U

01

AVAS TIMING CHIP STRAP

AVAQ SPEED LACES

SPEED LACES

To keep your timing chip securely in place during a race without
the risk of abrasion or rubbing.

Materials
Polyester Woven Fibre w/ Elastic Strands.

Materials
100% Neoprene

Ptractical
Give yourself an extra advantage in transition by doing away
with having to tie up shoelaces.

Comfort
This comfortable neoprene band eliminates the chance of
chafing around the ankle during a race

Stylish
A range of eye-catching colours available.

Secure
Velcro holds the strap in place.

Photo:

FVA4 AERO SHOE COVER

To save time in transition - no pesky tying of laces required just tighten and go!
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ACCESSORIES TRIATHLON

NEOPRENE CYCLE
TOE COVER

AERO SHOE
COVER

RACE
BELT

RACE BELT
WITH ZIP POCKET

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

UNISEX
Sizes:

Constructed of 100% neoprene, the Neoprene Cycle Toe
Cover will keep your feet comfortable and protected from wind
chill on your bike ride. Comfortably stretching around the front
of the cycle shoe to protect from wind chill, these covers are
also easily removeable for efficient climate control while out on
your ride. Reflective elements help you stand out in low light
conditions.
Materials
100% Neoprene
Comfort
The neoprene fabric stretches around the front of the cycle
shoe to protect from wind chill
Practical
Easily removeable for efficient climate control when out on your
ride and compact enough to be easily stowed in a back jersey
pocket
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01

FVA4 AERO SHOE COVER

GVA6 NEOPRENE CYCLE TOE COVER

01

GVAF
U

If you’re looking to gain precious seconds on the bike by being
as aerodynamic as you can be then these triathlon aero shoe
covers are for you!
Materials
95% Neoprene 5% Nylon.
Aerodynamics
The only aero shoe covers made for triathlon, these smooth
turbulent air over the straps and buckles of cycle shoes making
you more aerodynamic so that your bike times are faster.
Speed
Easy on/off design makes them fast to transition.

00

40

Our revised Race Belt has strategically placed toggles to
hold your race number and a gel system to securely hold gels
horizontally, so they dont bounce out. An adjustable centre
back clasp buckle helps you get the perfect fit so you are left to
just concentrate on your performance.
Materials
Poliéster / Plástico / Elastano.
Technical
Strategically placed toggles to hold race number and four elastic
loops to hold gels.
Secure
Adjustable centre back clasp buckle.

FVAG
U

00
FVAG RACE BELT WITH ZIP POCKET

FVA4
XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

GVAF RACE BELT

GVA6
S/M, L/XL

If you’re looking for a belt that can comfortably and securely
hold your race number in place,as well as carry valuables or extra
nutrition securely with easy access on the move, so you are left
to just concentrate on your performance.
Materials
Polyester/Plastic/Elastane.
Comfortable
Highly breathable mesh main body fabric for next-to-skin
comfort and an easy belt adjustment system makes this belt fit
comfortably whatever your size.
Technical
Strategically placed toggles mean it will hold any race number
format, while the one pull gel holding shock cord system makes
these easily accessible while you’re on the move.
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GVNX SWIMRUN RS1 1 PIEZA MEN / GVNY SWIMRUN RS1 1 PIEZA WOMEN

SWIMRUN

74

Photo:

Swimrun is a sport that has been winning over more
and more fans since it was created in Scandinavian
countries. Orca has been a witness to this growth and knows that this unique sport needs specific
gear. That’s why it offers everything you need for
your special swimrun races.
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SWIMRUN
WETSUITS

Orca offers everything
you need to enjoy this
sport that combines
resistance, the outdoors
and teamwork.
Our team of swimrunners
has been working to get
all the necessary material
in this up-and-coming
sport: from the most
specific wetsuits to the
most useful accessories
for Swimrun. Everything
so that you and your
partner can simply enjoy
yourselves.

SWIMRUN
ACCESSORIES

MEN

UNISEX

GVNX
1 pece
Sizes:

HVND
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

1 piece
Sizes:

HVW3
HVW5
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

2 piece
Sizes:

GVBE Swimrun Top

GVB9 Bungee cord

HVBG Swimrun pull buoy

GVB8 Swimrun calf guard

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

U

U

S, M, L

4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN

GVNY
1 piece
Sizes:
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HVNC
XS, S, M, L, XL

1 piece
Sizes:

HVBH Core arm sleeve

HVW4
HVW6
XS, S, M, L, XL

2 piece
Sizes:

Sizes:

XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL
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SWIMRUN RS1 SWIMRUN WETSUITS

GVNX
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

GVNY
XS, S, M, L, XL

After two years of exhaustive product
analysis and feedback from our
customers, we present the second
generation of the new Orca Swimrun
RS1 wetsuit. It’s made from highquality Yamamoto neoprene with SCS
39 cell treatment that provides great
flexibility so you can give it your all while
you’re running, without sacrificing the
buoyancy you need to gain speed in
the water. Created by swimrunners for
swimrunners.

Flexibility
The 2-mm panels on the arms and crotch
make this suit extremely flexible, not only
when swimming, but also when running, so
that the thickness of the wetsuit poses no
obstacle along your path.

Resistance
The DuraSkin anti-abrasion panel on the rear
protects the suit when you’re sliding down
into the water or making your way around the
different obstacles during the race.

Little details that make the difference
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After two years
of exhaustive
product analysis
and feedback
from our
customers,
we present
the second
generation of
the new Orca
Swimrun RS1
wetsuit.

GVNX SWIMRUN RS1 MEN

MEN
Sizes:

The Swimrun RS1 wetsuit has extra buoyancy
on the front of the legs, with 9.5-mm
Yamamoto 39 cell neoprene. The extra
buoyancy of this wetsuit compensates for
wearing trainers while swimming, but without
limiting your stride in the running transitions.

GVNY SWIMRUN RS1 WOMEN

Buoyancy

One new feature of the Swimrun RS1 is that
it includes removable sleeves and an extra
long front zip so you can adapt your wetsuit
to your needs or the local climate. It also
includes a rear pocket with great storage
capacity to carry all the accessories you
need, such as the required GPS or removable
sleeves. The wetsuit also has inner pockets
where you can put your nutrition bars or
paddles.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

HYDROLITE, 2.5MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 3MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
HYDROLITE, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
SCS, 9MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
SCS, 2MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
DURASKIN, 2.5MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
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SWIMRUN CORE 1 PIECE SWIMRUN WETSUITS

HVND
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVNC
XS, S, M, L, XL

Swimrun Core is a wetsuit designed
specifically for swimrun competitions
that adapts to the needs of both the
footrace and swimming. Extra buoyancy
in the lower trunk keeps your legs on
the surface while you swim, without
hampering your freedom of movement
during the footrace.

Outer pockets
Its outer side pocket offers you the possibility
to carry the required GPS or your favourite
nutrition product.

Swimrun Core
is a wetsuit
designed
specifically
for swimrun
competitions
that adapts
to the needs
of both the
footrace and
swimming.

HVND SWIMRUN CORE 1 PIECE MEN

MEN
Sizes:

The two removable sleeves made from 2-mm
neoprene make this wetsuit a versatile option:
you can take off the sleeves during the race
and put them back on during the swimming
segment for greater buoyancy.

HVNC SWIMRUN CORE 1 PIECE WOMEN

Removavble sleeves

Built-in whistle
The Swimrun Core includes a whistle, as
required for swimrun races, conveniently
positioned so that it doesn’t get in the way
during competition, but you can still use it
easily in case of an emergency.

Long front zip
We’ve lengthened the front zip so that the
suit is easier to put on and take off. It also
provides better ventilation while you’re
running.
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A. SMOOTHSKIN, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
B. SMOOTHSKIN, 3MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
C. WATER REPELLENT HIGH VISIBILITY
STRETCH FABRIC, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
D. DURASKIN, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
E. SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
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SWIMRUN CORE 2 PIECE SWIMRUN WETSUITS

Top: HVW3 / Bottom: HVW5
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

Top: HVW4 / Bottom: HVW6
XS, S, M, L, XL

The 2-piece Swimrun Core is a wetsuit
designed specifically for the warmest
swimrun competitions. It adapts to both
the needs of the footrace and swimming
segment.
Its two part construction, connected with
Velcro, prevents water from getting in
while you swim, and lets you open the
wetsuit or take it completely off during
the race transitions. Extra buoyancy
in the lower trunk keeps your legs on
the surface while you swim, without
hampering your freedom of movement
during the footrace. It is designed
to make your swimrun race more
comfortable.

Outer pockets
Its outer trouser side pocket offers you the
possibility to carry the required GPS or your
favourite nutrition product. It also includes
two outer pockets on top, made of elastic
mesh, to carry your paddles or any other
accessory you need.

Modular design
This wetsuit can be combined with Swimrun
Arm Sleeves for greater thermal insulation
while you swim.

Built-in whistle
The Swimrun Core includes a whistle, as
required for swimrun races, conveniently
positioned so that it doesn’t bother you during
competition, but you can use it easily in case
of an emergency.
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The 2-piece
Swimrun Core
is a wetsuit
designed
specifically for
the warmest
swimrun
competitions.

HVW4/ HVW6 SWIMRUN CORE 2 PIECE WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

With the 2-piece Swimrun Core, you have
the option to choose a different size for
the top and the bottom part of the wetsuit,
finding the perfect fit for each body shape
and build. The Velcro system keeps both parts
fastened at all times.

HVW3/HVW5 SWIMRUN CORE 2 PIECE MEN

Two-piece suit

A. ULTIMATE SEAL COLLAR, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
B. WATER REPELLENT HIGH VISIBILITY
STRETCH FABRIC, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
C. STRETCH FABRIC, 2MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
D. STRETCH FABRIC, 3MM 39CELL,
HYDROLITE
E. SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
F. DURASKIN, 3MM 39CELL, INFINITYSKIN
G. 2MM 38CELL
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SWIMRUN ACCESSORIES

The Orca Swimrun Top has been designed
specifically to perform in swimrun race
conditions. Light weight AquaStretch fabric
dries fast and provides supreme breathability
- perfect for switching constantly between
running and swimming. Soft binding and
flat-lock seam construction allow for next-toskin-comfort while three front pockets and
one rear stretch mesh pocket provide ample
space to store all your swimrun needs.
Performance
Light weight AquaStretch fabric dries fast and
provides supreme breathability - making this
top the perfect option for Swimrun where you
are constantly switching between swimming
and running.
Comfort
Soft binding and flat-lock seam construction
provides the perfect next-to-skin comfort
without irritation.
Storage
Three front pockets and one rear stretch
mesh pocket provide ample space for you
to store all your swimrun equipment and
nutrition needs in handy to reach locations.
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GVB9
Sizes:

BUNGEE CORD
U

Orca’s Swimrun Bungee Cord that will not
only keep you and your teammate together
on the course but also provide extra storage
options. Made up of two race belts and a
3 metre bungee cord, one fixed and one
adjustable ring on each race belt allow for
both attachment to your team mate as well
as attaching essential Swimrun accessories so
you can keep your handsfree.
Materials
Polyester/Plastic/Elastane
Practical
Made up of two race belts and a 3 metre
bungee cord, this is the essential accessory to
stay together as a team.
Technical
One fixed and one adjustable ring on each
race belt allow for attachment to a team
member as well as attaching essential
Swimrun accessories for handsfree carriage.
Secure
Adjustable centre back clasp buckle

HVBG
Sizes:

SWIMRUN PULL BUOY
U

This pull buoy is specifically designed for
swimrun. Its two side cords make it possible to
fasten it to your leg and carry it on the outer
part while you run. When it’s time to get in
the water, simply turn it to place it between
your legs to help prevent you from sinking.
This solution makes up for the loss of speed
that comes with wearing trainers in the water.
Materials
90% EVA. 10% Polyester
Buoyancy
Thanks to its great buoyancy, it keeps your
hips on the surface and your lower trunk
stable.
Comfort
Transport the Pull Buoy comfortably so it
doesn’t bother you while running.

GVB8
Sizes:

SWIMRUN CALF GUARD
S, M, L

Our Neoprene Calf Guards have been
designed specifically for Swimrun races. These
give you extra buoyancy in the lower legs and
avoid the need for a pull buoy which you then
have to carry around for the run. Another
advantage of wearing these calf guards over a
pull buoy is that you’re still able to kick in the
swim, whilst also providing extra protection
for your legs when clambering over rocks and
running through undergrowth.
Buoyancy
SwimRun Calf Guards are the ideal accessory
for your swimrun races. They provide the
extra flotability that is lost by wearing running
shoes in competition. Their 10-mm thick
neoprene with SCS 38 cell treatment will
help keep your legs from sinking, increasing
your speed and improving your time in the
race.

GVB8
Sizes:

CORE ARM SLEEVE
XXS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

These neoprene sleeves, specifically for
swimrun, give you the warmth you need
to compete in the coldest races. You can
combine them with any top or use them as
spare parts for your Swimrun RS1, Core or
2-piece Core wetsuit. Personalised comfort.
Materials
90% Neoprene (2 mm) 10% Polyester
Comfort
Easy to put on and take off.
Versatile
They provide the thermal insulation you need
in the swimming transition and can be taken
off during the footrace.

HVW4/HVW6 SWIMRUN CORE 2 PIEZAS WOMEN

SWIMRUN TOP
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Protection
Protecting your legs not only helps you
improve your swimming technique, they also
prevent irritating scratches and bruises that
commonly occur when running in competition
in a natural environment, as the result of
direct contact with stones or brambles, etc.
Compression
Their fabric provides you the compression you
need to reduce muscle fatigue. By using these
Calf Guards, you’ll quickly recover so you can
go farther.

Photo:

GVBE
Sizes:
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GVN5/GVN6 OPENWATER RS1 2 PIECE WOMEN / GVNW/GVNZ OPENWATER RS1 2 PIECE MUJER

OPENWATER

Photo:

Open water swimming is a sport that has always
attracted swimmers with an adventurous spirit.
The Orca Openwater collection is specifically designed for them, providing them safety, comfort
and thermal insulation so that they can stay in the
water longer.
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OPENWATER
WETSUITS

Conquer the seven seas
with the Orca Openwater
collection.

OPENWATER
ACCESSORIES

MEN

KIDS

UNISEX

DVNV

HVNG RS1 Sleeveles

AVA8

Heatseeker vest

FVAV

Wetsuit base layer

FVB3

High visibility rash guard

Size:

4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

FVA5

Safety buoy

GVBB Swimming gloves

FVAE

Thermal hydro booties

FVAP

Swim socks

Size:

U

Size:

Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

The Orca Openwater
collection provides
visibility, comfort and
thermal insulation, so that
open water swimmers can
swim safe longer.
Orca offers specific
wetsuits for each
modality, as well as a vast
range of accessories that
will help you conquer even
the coldest waters.

GVNW
GVNZ
2 piece
Size:

HVNT

4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

1 piece
Size:

4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

1 piece
Size:

8, 10, 12

WOMEN

GVN5
GVN6
2 piece
Size:
88

HVNU

XS, S, M, L, XL

1 piece
Size:

XS, S, M, L, XL

S, M, L
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OPENWATER
ACCESSORIES

UNISEX

DVAC High visibility swimcap

GVB5 Thermal swimcap

GVBA Swim hat

GVBD Headband

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

S/M, L/XL

S/M, L/XL

U

GVBB SWIMMING GLOVES / FVA5 SAFETY BUOY

S/M, L/XL

GVB6 Wetsuit cleaner
U

Photo:

Sizes:
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OPENWATER RS1 2 PIECE OPENWATER WETSUITS

Top: GVNW / Bottom: GVNZ
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

Top: GVN5 / Bottom: GVN6
XS, S, M, L, XL

The ideal option for open water
swimmers. This wetsuit gives you
unprecedented freedom, thanks to its
two-part construction. It will also provide
the thermal insulation you need to tackle
open water crossings in the most adverse
conditions. All this without sacrificing
freedom of movement. While it can also
be used in triathlon competitions, this
wetsuit has been specifically designed to
meet the needs of open water swimmers.
It’s your best ally to conquer the seven
seas.

Elasticity
By doing away with the customary rear zip,
the RS1 Openwater is more elastic than ever.
Comfortable and flexible, you’ll swim as if you
weren’t wearing a wetsuit.

Thermal insulation
The use of 2-3 mm 39-cell Yamamoto
neoprene provides the thermal insulation
you need, without it altering your swimming
technique.

Versatility
Now you can choose the top part of the RS1
Openwater that best meets your needs.
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The ideal option
for open water
swimmers.

GVN5/GVN6 OPENWATER RS1 2 PIECE WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

With the RS1 Openwater, you have the
option to choose a different size for the top
and the bottom parts of the wetsuit, finding
the perfect fit for each body shape and build.
The Velcro system keeps both parts fastened
at all times.

GVNW/GVNZ OPENWATER RS1 2 PIECE MEN

Two-piece suit

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

SCS, 2MM 39CELL
SCS, 3MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
SCS, 2MM 38CELL
SCS, 2MM 38CELL
SCS, 1.5MM 40CELL, INFINITYSKIN
SCS, 2MM 38CELL
SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL
DOUBLE SIDED JERSEY WAISTBAND, 2MM
38CELL
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OPENWATER CORE 1 PIECE OPENWATER WETSUITS

The neon orange sleeves increase your
visibility so you can be located at all times.
HVNT
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

WOMEN
Sizes:

HVNU
XS, S, M, L, XL

Openwater Core is specifically designed
for swimming and training in open water.
It offers maximum visibility so you can
swim more safely. It will also provide the
thermal insulation you need to maintain
the ideal body temperature.
The use of 2-2.5 mm Yamamoto
neoprene offers great freedom
of movement, ensuring you swim
comfortably longer. Jump into the water
with complete safety.

Flexibility
The 2 and 2.5 mm Yamamoto neoprene will
let you swim with complete freedom.

HVNU OPENWATER CORE 1 PIECE WOMEN

MEN
Sizes:

Openwater Core
is specifically
designed for
swimming and
training in open
water.

HVNT OPENWATER CORE 1 PIECE MEN

Visibility

Versatility
This wetsuit can be used for winter swims or as
a second wetsuit for your more active periods.

A. SMOOTHSKIN, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
B. WATER REPELLENT HIGH VISIBILITY
STRETCH FABRIC, 2MM WHITE FOAM,
INFINITYSKIN
C. SMOOTHSKIN, 2.5MM 38CELL
D. SCS, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
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OPENWATER SQUAD 1 PIECE OPENWATER WETSUITS

KIDS
Sizes:

DVNV

The neon colour of the wetsuit increases the
visibility of kids so you don’t lose sight of
them in the water.

8, 10, 12

Openwater Squad is the ideal wetsuit
for kids. The highly-visible orange colour
means you have them under control at
all times, making them more visible in
the water. What’s more, the 2-2.5 mm
Yamamoto neoprene gives them greater
freedom of movement, with the thermal
insulation that they need to spend hours
in the water. Safety and comfort, so that
kids can just have fun.

Openwater
Squad is the
ideal wetsuit for
kids.

DVNV OPENWATER OPEN SQUAD

Visibility

Comfort
The 2-2.5mm Yamamoto neoprene makes this
wetsuit the most comfortable one for them
and won’t bother them while they’re having
fun in the water.

Affordable
With its price and the variety of sizes
available, your children can wear a
comfortable, safe wetsuit without sacrificing
the Orca seal of quality.

A. SMOOTHSKIN, 2MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
B. WATER REPELLENT HIGH VISIBILITY
STRETCH FABRIC, 2MM WHITE FOAM,
INFINITYSKIN
C. SMOOTHSKIN, 2.5MM 38CELL
D. SCS, 1.5MM 39CELL, HYDROLITE
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OPENWATER ACCESSORIES

HVNG
Sizes:

RS1 SLEEVELESS
4, 5, 6, MT, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Now you can choose the top part of the RS1
Openwater that best meets your needs.

Two-piece suit

With the RS1 Openwater, you have the
option to choose a different size for the top
and the bottom parts of the wetsuit, finding
the perfect fit for each body shape and build.
The Velcro system keeps both parts fastened
at all times.

Elasticity

By doing away with the customary rear zip,
the RS1 Openwater is more elastic than ever.
Comfortable and flexible, you’ll swim as if you
weren’t wearing a wetsuit.

Thermal insulation

The use of 2-3 mm 39-cell Yamamoto
neoprene provides the thermal insulation
you need, without it altering your swimming
technique.

AVA8
Sizes:

HEATSEEKER VEST
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

The latest generation Orca Heatseeker Vest
is a thermal base layer designed to be worn
under a wetsuit in cold water to increase
your warmth in the water. It can provide an
additional barrier against wind chill in any type
of outdoor water sports. The Orca Heatseeker
Vest will be a valuable addition to any water
enthusiasts’ gear bag.
Materials
100% 2mm Open Cell Neoprene.
Comfort
The increased warmth and wind chill
protection of this vest allow you to enjoy a
range of water activities for longer.

FVAV
Sizes:

WETSUIT BASE LAYER
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

If you’re looking for a low profile, lightweight
ergonomic goggle for enhanced comfort and
speed through the water for short distance
swimming or pool training. Perfect lens
options for bright sunlight conditions. A range
of lens options make this goggle versatile for a
range of weather conditions.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D gasket perfectly fits your
face to reduce pressure around the eye and
improve waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra fuse
A breakthrough innovation in swimming
goggles, UltraFUSE attaches soft TPE rubber
with the lens and frame through the latest
rubber injection technology. This design
enhances comfort, reduces pressure and is
leak free. This TPE gasket hugely reduces
the weight of the goggle to enhance comfort
further.
Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.
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FVB3
Sizes:

HIGH VISIBILITY RASH GUARD
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

FVA5
Sizes:

SAFETY BUOY
U

If you’re looking for a rash guard for either
added comfort under a wetsuit or on it’s own
for added sun protection that offers high vis
security for any type of water activities.

If you’re looking for a swim aid that will not
only keep you visible and secure in the open
water, but also store your valuables safely
while you’re out there.

Fabric
Cl-PRO FLEX - 190GSM: 78%
POLYAMIDE, 22% X-LIFE LYCRA Italian
made

Material

Chlorine resistance
Italian Xtra Life lycra used in this rash guard
means it can stand up to more rigorous
training than standard non-treated fabrics.
Retains shape & colour
Unrivalled stretch and next-to-skin comfort
with water repellence.
Sun protection
The tight knit of the UPF50+ Cl-PRO
FLEX fabric offers the best sun protection
available making this L/S Rash Guard the ideal
option to wear outdoors for any type of water
activities.
Visibility
The high vis orange colour ensures you’re
visible when out and about for added security
in the openwater whatever activity you’re
using this for.

Nylon. Dimensions 70x35cmPVC
STORAGE:Fully waterproof compartment
keeps your valuables dry and secure
Visibility

GVBB
Sizes:

SWIMMING GLOVES
S, M, L

These neoprene Swim Gloves are fully glued
and blindstitched and have a comfortable 3D
cut to provide the perfect hand position in
the swim. As well as an extra long sleeve to
provide maxium protection from the cold.
Materials
100% Neoprene
Warmth

High Vis orange colour makes sure you are
clearly visible to lifeguards and boats while
swimming out in the openwater

These 3 mm neoprene gloves are fully glued
and blindstitched to provide the maximum
protection from the cold. While an extended
cuff length allows for even more coverage.

Adjustable

Comfort

Fully adjustable waist and connecting strap
mean you can get the fit you require without
interfering with performance or swim style.

With a 3D cut these gloves allow for the
perfect fit whilst the soft seams provide even
more comfort.

Note: this buoy IS NOT a life saving device.
Open water swimming is a dangerous sport.
Never swim by yourself, always have a buddy
swimmer with you or swim in a group.
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FVAE
Sizes:

THERMAL HYDRO BOOTIES
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

FVAP
Sizes:

SWIM SOCKS
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth, as
well as providing non-slip protection when
you’re first walking into the water.

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth, as
well as providing non-slip protection when
you’re first walking into the water.

Materials

Materials

100% Neoprene

100% Neoprene

Comfort

Comfort

The 3mm neoprene allows you increased
warmth and comfort in any cold water
situation

The 3mm neoprene allows you increased
warmth and comfort in any cold water
situation

Practical

Practical

Adjustability around the ankle, split toe design
and silicon grip on the sole of the foot all
contribute to making this bootie the obvious
option

A longer ankle and silicon grip on the sole of
the foot make this swim sock highly practical
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DVAC
Sizes:

HIGH VISIBILITY SWIMCAP
S/M, L/XL

GVB5
Sizes:

THERMAL SWIMCAP
S/M, L/XL

GVBA
Sizes:

SWIM HAT
S/M, L/XL

GVBD
Sizes:

HEAD BAND
U

Using 3mm 100% Neoprene, our Thermal
Neoprene Swim Cap can be paired with your
wetsuit for extra warmth in colder than usual
waters. An adjustable chin piece provides a
better fit and the increased warmth offered
by covering your head allows you to stay in
the water for longer.

Swim Hat is perfect for reducing heat loss
from your head so you can stay comfortable
in the water with no chin strap. The hat is held
in place via a velcro strap at the back of the
hat means you can adjust it for the perfect fit
without any potential discomfort under the
chin

Our Neoprene Headband is the perfect
accessory to protect your ears and forehead
from the elements so you can stay warmer
for longer. Made of 2.5mm neoprene with
a curved rim design to fully cover the ears,
a velcro strap at the back of the headband
means you can adjust for the perfect fit..

Extra warmth

Materials

Materials

3mm thick neoprene

100% Neoprene

100% Neoprene

Practical

Comfort

Warmth

Warmth

The striking Maori print allows you to stand
out in the water.

adjustable Velcro chin strap

Made of 2.5mm neoprene, and with a curved
rim design to fully cover the ears, the Swim
Hat is perfect for reducing heat loss from
your head so you can stay comfortable in the
water for longer.

Made of 2.5mm neoprene, and with a
curved rim design to fully cover the ears, the
Neoprene Headband is perfect for protecting
your ears and forehead so you can stay
warmer for longer.

Adjustability

Adjustability

A velcro strap at the back of the hat means
you can adjust it for the perfect fit.

A velcro strap at the back of the headband
means you can adjust it for the perfect fit.

Pair with your wetsuit for extra warmth in
colder than usual waters.
Materials
100% Neoprene.
Comfort
The increased warmth offered by covering the
head allows you to stay in the water for longer
when wearing this cap.

Safety
The high vis orange colour scheme makes sure
you’re seen while out in open water.
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WETSUIT CLEANER
U

Orca’s Wetsuit Cleaner is a water-soluble
environmentally friendly cleaning product
that has been specially developed to clean
and sanitise neoprene products. This cleaner
easily removes dirt and odour, organic residue,
sunscreen and salt deposits to leave your
clean wetsuit with a fresh scent. This cleaner
also helps keep the neoprene supple and
softer for longer - resulting in next-to-skin
comfort and easier exit and entry of the suit.
Our wetsuit cleaner is made of natural and
biodegradable ingredients.
Caring for the enviroment
Orca conjures up the instinct and the
boldness of a powerful ocean. Orca Wetsuit
Cleaner is a concentrated cleaning product
that calls to mind the natural, fresh sensation
of the sea. What’s more, in line with the
brand’s firm commitment to the planet, it
is environmentally friendly. Manufactured
with natural, biodegradable components, this
product is gentle on your skin and on your
sports equipment

HVNU OPENWATER CORE 1 PIECE MUJER / DVNV OPENWATER SQUAD KIDS / HVNT OPENWATER CORE 1 PIECE MEN

GVB6
Sizes:

it to effectively clean and sterilise both your
wetsuit and your training and competition
accessories, so that they remain just like new
over time. Its new and improved formula does
away with any type of dirt that could damage
your wetsuit, from adverse weather conditions
to external elements, such as sunscreen, urine
or salt residue. Make your wetsuit last longer
with one simple action!
Easy to use
This product is easy to use; just dilute it in
warm water. You can use it with both hot and
cold water. It easily eliminates impregnated
dirt and bad odours. Your gear will preserve all
its qualities and you only need to worry about
doing your best in competition.

Photo:

A perfect finish
This concentration reduces the abrasive effect
of neoprene on the skin, minimising the
chance of any skin irritation. It will also help
you put on your wetsuit faster and easier. Use
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AVAD LATEX SWIMCAP / FVA3 KILLA 180º / GVA7 PULL BUOY

ACCESSORIES
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Photo:

At Orca, we know that every step counts. That’s
why we offer a wide variety of accessories to meet
all your needs until you cross the finish line. All this
with the undisputed Orca seal, so nothing holds
you back.
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BAGS

GOGGLES

FVAR

Transition bag

DVAN Transition backpack

HVBJ

Training bag

GVB0 Mesh backpack

FVAA

Killa speed

FVA3

Killa 180º

FVA9

Junior

HVBL Goggle mask

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

36

38

36

38

U

BAGS

U

GOGGLES

SWIMMING ACCESSORIES

U

HVBK Swim training mesh bag

GVA2

Mesh bag

GVAH Urban waterproof backpack

FVAW Killa vision

HVAJ

Sports chamois towel

GVA7

Pull buoy

HVBM Swim board

HVBN Fin

Sizes:

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

U

Sizes:

Sizes:

04

35
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U

U

36

U

S, M, L, XL

46
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SWIMMING ACCESSORIES

HVBO Snorkel

HVBP Pro paddle

HVBQ Beginner paddle

DVAT

Flip flops

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

Sizes:

38/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

01

02

U

S/M, L/XL

U

FVB1

Neoprene short

GVB7

3/4 neoprene short

AVAD Latex swimcap

DVA0 Silicone swimcap

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:

Sizes:

U

01

50
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Photo:

U

HVBO SNORKEL / HVBP PRO PADDLE

SWIMMING ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

FVAR

Sizes:

TRANSITION BAG
U

Our transition bag is the ultimate in it’s class
with a pocket for everything imaginable,
all within easy reach. Perfect for when
travelling overseas to a race with a protective
helmet pouch, wet and dry compartments,
expandable shoe holder and specially lined
electronic pouches this bag will cover all of
your needs. With so many pockets, a high
contrast bright green interior ensures finding
things in your bag will be a breeze. 40L in
size, with thick padded straps that can also be
converted to one carry bag strap make this
transition bag your ideal travel companion.
MATERIALS
70% Polyester main body and 30% PVC.
Dimensions: 56 cm x 24 cm x 32 cm.
SECURE
The protective helmet zip pocket at the top
of the bag means your helmet will be in safe
hands no matter where the bag is going.
STORAGE
A generously sized 70L bag with pockets
for everything you could possibly imagine:
wet and dry compartments, expandable
shoe section, specially lined pouches to keep
personal items like electronics/keys/passports
safe.
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DVAN

Sizes:

TRANSITION BACKPACK
U

HVBJ

Sizes:

TRAINING BACK
U

A smaller version of the Orca Transition
Bag, the Orca Backpack is great if you’re
looking for an everyday backpack to take
your training or race gear where you’re going.
Featuring a helmet pocket, wet and dry gear
compartments and a handy high-contrast
bright green interior makes contents easy to
find. A specially designed air ventilation back
makes this backpack perfect for use when
riding your bike to training or a local race.

Orca’s new training bag is the sports bag you
have been waiting for. Perfect for your daily
training sessions at the track, gym or pool,
it’s also an ideal accessory for your everyday
activities. With the Orca quality seal, it has
everything you need: several storage areas
and a separate water-tight compartment for
your sports shoes or damp clothes. A practical
and versatile rucksack to move around on the
road.

Materials
100% Polyester main body and 100% Nylon
side panels.

Materials
100% POLYESTER

Storage
A conveniently sized 50L backpack with
pockets for everything you could need such
as wet and dry compartments, and specially
lined pouches to keep personal items like
electronics/keys/passports safe.

Capacity
This 42 L sports bag has two compartments to
keep your clothes separate from your shoes or
damp clothing. In addition, it includes several
spaces inside so you can have everything you
need within easy reach.
Dimensions: 60 cm x 28 cm x 25 cm. 42 L
capacity.
Comfort
The padded strap lets you carry the bag on
your shoulder or back, and its long shape with
thick handles makes it comfortable and easy
to carry.

GVB0

Sizes:

MESH BACKPACK
U

Our Mesh Backpack is a handy ventilated
backpack for carrying your swim essentials
around. An 18L waterproof storage
compartment with ventilating mesh panel and
3 eyelet drainage holes at the base provide
a superb carrier for your swim essentials
while a mesh side pocket is the perfect spot
for your drink bottle. Adjustable back straps
make this bag comfortable to transport.
A handy hanging zip pocket protects your
valuables keeping them separate from any wet
swimming gear. Dimensions of 29x14x45cm.
Materials
100% Polyester.
Dimension
29cm x 14cm x 45cm
Practical
Large 18L waterproof storage compartment
with ventilating mesh panel and 3 eyelet
drainage holes at the base provide a superb
carrier for your swim essentials. Adjustable
back straps make this bag comfortable to
transport.

HVBK

Sizes:

SWIM TRAINING MESH BAG
U

This practical rucksack is perfect to carry your
swimming gear to and from training sessions.
The mesh fabric lets accessories dry faster and
the side cords make it comfortable and easy
to carry. It’s the essential accessory for your
training sessions in the water.
Materials
100% Polyester.
Dimension
74 cm x 46 cm
Practical
Lightweight, heavy-duty water-resistant
fabric.

GVA2

Sizes:

MESH BAG
U

This Mesh Bag is handy for carrying your
swim essentials, while also having a waterproof
back zip pocket to protect your valuables.
This multipurpose bag with a drawstring top
and waterproof base and back panel protects
your back from water, while three eyelet
drain holes allow excess water to drip out the
bottom of the bag. Dimensions of 42x56cm.
Materials
100% Nylon.
Dimension
48cm x 36cm
Práctical
Multipurpose swim bag with a drawstring top
and waterproof base and back panel protects
your back whilst 3 eyelet drainage holes
allow excess water to drip out the bottom
of the bag. Top mesh panel provides further
ventilation and drainage.
Secure
Handy waterproof back zip pocket protects
your valuables.
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FVAR
Sizes:

URBAN WATERPROOF
BACKPACK
U

The Waterproof Backpack can carry
everything you need while on your bike ride,
or enroute to the start line on race day secure
in the knowledge that what’s inside will be
kept 100% dry. This 22L PVC backpack’s
seams are completely heatsealed with roll top
construction to make this bag waterproof. The
addition of a mesh side pocket and waterproof
side pocket helps you store smaller items
securely for easy access. A padded back panel
with curved shoulder straps and adjustable
sternum strap keeps this bag comfortably
in place while a handy helmet compatible
shock cord system on the front of the
backpack keeps your helmet securely stowed.
Dimensions of 31x19.5x57cm.

straps and adjustable sternum strap keep this
bag comfortably in place.
Storage
Large 22L main waterproof compartment
now with additional mesh side pocket and
waterproof side pocket to store smaller items
securely. Handy helmet compatible shock
cord keeps this in place.

Materials
100% PVC.

GVB0 MESH BACKPACK

Dimensions
31cm x 19.5cm x 57cm
Technical
Completely heat-sealed seams with roll-top
construction makes this bag waterproof
and so the perfect choice for any outdoor
activities
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Comfort
Padded back panel with curved shoulder
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ACCESSORIES

36

46

KILLA VISION
U

If you’re looking for an ergonomic, versatile
goggle with panoramic vision and unrivaled
fit perfect for long distance open water
swimming. A range of lens options make
this goggle versatile for a range of weather
conditions.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D gasket perfectly fits your
face to reduce pressure around the eye and
improve waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra Fuse
A breakthrough innovation in swimming
goggles, UltraFUSE attaches soft TPE rubber
with the lens and frame through the latest
rubber injection technology. This design
enhances comfort, reduces pressure and is leak
free.
Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.
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36

FVAW

Sizes:

38

KILLA SPEED
U

If you’re looking for a low profile, lightweight
ergonomic goggle for enhanced comfort and
speed through the water for short distance
swimming or pool training. Perfect lens
options for bright sunlight conditions. A range
of lens options make this goggle versatile for a
range of weather conditions.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D gasket perfectly fits your
face to reduce pressure around the eye and
improve waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra Fuse
A breakthrough innovation in swimming
goggles, UltraFUSE attaches soft TPE rubber
with the lens and frame through the latest
rubber injection technology. This design
enhances comfort, reduces pressure and is
leak free. This TPE gasket hugely reduces
the weight of the goggle to enhance comfort
further.
Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.momento.

36

FVAW

Sizes:

38

KILLA 180º
U

If you’re looking for a multipurpose ergonomic
goggle for enhanced comfort and speed
through the water whether training or racing.
A range of lens options make this goggle
versatile for a range of weather conditions.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D silicon gasket perfectly fits
your face to reduce pressure around the eye
and improve waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.

FVA9

Sizes:

JUNIOR
U

If you’re looking for a comfortable junior sized
goggle that is going to provide great fit.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D gasket perfectly shaped to
fit a kid’s face reduces pressure around the
eye and improves waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra Fuse
A breakthrough innovation in swimming
goggles, UltraFUSE attaches soft TPE rubber
with the lens and frame through the latest
rubber injection technology. This design
enhances comfort, reduces pressure and is leak
free.
Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.

HVBI

Sizes:

GOGGLE MASK
U

Orca’s new goggle mask is a comfortable
alternative to classic swimming goggles. This
lightweight and resistant mask includes larger
lenses to give you a wider field of vision.
Designed to seal around the face, it adapts
perfectly to your nose, preventing any type of
injury caused by blows during triathlon races.
What’s more, its comfortable fit with silicone
prevents marks around the eyes. Broad vision
and optimal comfort.
Ultra fit
An ergonomic 3D gasket perfectly shaped to
fit a kid’s face reduces pressure around the
eye and improves waterproofability.
Ultra fast buckle adjustment
This easy clip strap adjustment system helps
you to quickly and easily adjust the tightness
of the silicon head strap.
Ultra Fuse
A breakthrough innovation in swimming
goggles, UltraFUSE attaches soft TPE rubber
with the lens and frame through the latest
rubber injection technology. This design
enhances comfort, reduces pressure and is leak
free.

GVA7 PULL BUOY

35

Ultra anti-fog
This exclusive long-lasting anti fog lens
coating prevents build up of fog to provide
clear vision at all times.

Foto:

FVAW

Sizes:

04
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FVAW KILLA 180º
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HVAJ

Sizes:

SPORTS CHAMOIS TOWEL
U

GVA7

Sizes:

PULL BUOY
U

This super absorbent towel from Orca is light
and compact. Its small size also makes it easy
to carry. The microfibre fabric dries quickly,
instantly eliminating moisture from the
skin. It’s the most practical solution for your
training sessions or competitions.

If you’re looking to gain a better sense of
balance in the water while increasing upperbody strength. The pull buoy promotes
streamlined body position and allows
specific upper-body and core-strengthening
workouts.

Materials
85% Polyester, 15% Ultra fine Nylon
Microfibre.

Materials
100% EVA.

Comfort
The microfibre fabric of this towel is
absorbent, anti-bacterial and dries quickly.
Practical
Its practical carrying bag makes it easy to store,
taking up as little space as possible.
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Buoyancy
Mimics the buoyancy of wearing a wetsuit in
the pool.

HVBM

Sizes:

SWIM BOARD
U

A big help so you can focus on improving your
kicking technique and strengthening your
lower body. Its high level of buoyancy keeps
your upper trunk firm and elevated so you can
makes the most of your kick.
Materials
100% EVA.
Comfort
You can grab the side or use the two middle
openings.
Complete
This is the perfect complement to your Orca
swim fins.

HVBN

Sizes:

FIN
S, M, L, XL

Orca swim fins are designed to improve
your kicking technique and increase your
flexibility at the ankles. Increase your body’s
resistance and the strength of the muscles
used for kicking. They also offer homogeneous
resistance for a fluid, natural movement in the
water. Strengthen your kick and performance.
Materials
100% Silicone.
Comfort
Their fit allows them to adapt perfectly to
your feet, providing great comfort while you
swim.
Visibility
Their highly visible orange colour make you
visible to your teammates while training, even
under water.

HVBO

Sizes:

SNORKEL
U

This front tube is one of the basic
complements for swimming training sessions.
It provides you with the perfect fit, so you can
focus on improving your technique, while you
breath continuously under water. Its purge
valve lets you expel any water that might get
in the tube while swimming. Improve your
technique and performance in the water.

HVBP

Sizes:

PRO PADDLE
S/M, L/XL

For the most demanding strength training, its
larger surface and flat shape make a proper
arm stroke technique necessary for its correct
use.
Materials
90% Polypropylene 10% Silicone

Materials
90% PVC 10% Liquid Silicone Head Band :
80% Polypropylene 20% TPE
Comfort
The front support, next to the silicone bands,
adapts perfectly to your forehead, offering
you the perfect fit.
Visibility
The neon orange colour will make you visible
to the other swimmers.
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01

01

HVBP

Sizes:

BEGINNER PADDLE
U

If your arm stroke technique is less than
perfect, but you want to improve your
strength, the thinner upper part of these
paddles will make your training easier. Their
ergonomic shape adapts perfectly to the palm
of your hand.
Materials
90% Polypropylene 10% Silicone

DVAT

Sizes:

54

02

FLIP FLOPS
38/40, 41/42, 43/44, 45/46

If you’re looking for something easy to slip
on before or after your triathlon. Or just for
everyday casual wear.
Materials
EVA sole, PVC straps.
Comfort
The comfy EVA sole provides a spring to your
step.
Practical
Easy to slip on and off when you don’t want to
mess around with tying and untying shoes.

50

FVB1

Sizes:

NEOPRENE SHORT
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

If you’re looking for a buoyant swim short to
wear on it’s own, or to add extra buoyancy
under your wetsuit whilst promoting correct
body rotational form.
Materials
Yamamoto 39cell SCS coated neoprene
Buoyancy
8mm front panel and a 6mm back panel
provide you with the buoyancy you need to be
in the best swimming position.
Flexibility
Super flexy 3mm side panel provides you
with the freedom of movement you need and
promotes correct body rotation form.

GVB7

Sizes:

3/4 NEOPRENE SHORT
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our Neoprene 3/4 Short is a buoyant
swim short to wear on it’s own, or to add
extra buoyancy under your wetsuit whilst
promoting correct body rotational form.
With an 8mm Yamamoto 39cell SCS coated
neoprene front panel, and a 6mm back panel
and a 56cm inseam, this neoprene short
provides you with the buoyancy you need
to be in the best swimming position. Super
flexy 3mm side panels provide you with
the freedom of movement you need and
promotes correct body rotational form. Your
perfect training companion.

AVAD

Sizes:

LATEX SWIMCAP
U

DVA0

Sizes:

SILICONE SWIMCAP
U

If you’re looking for a long-lasting, snugfitting kit bag essential for use whilst training
or racing in the water.

If you’re looking for a long-lasting, snugfitting kit bag essential for when you’re
training or racing in the water.

Materials
100% Látex.

Materials
100% Silicone.

Confort
Snug, close-fitting moulded cap.

Durable
Made from materials built to last.
Confort
Seamless, snug fit.

Materials
Yamamoto 39cell SCS coated neoprene
Buoyancy
8mm front panel and a 6mm back panel
provide you with the buoyancy you need to be
in the best swimming position.
Flexibility
Super flexy 3mm side panel provides you
with the freedom of movement you need and
promotes correct body rotation form.
Adjustable
Drawstring waistband allows you to get the
perfect fit
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HVBM SWIM BOARD / FVAW GAFAS KILLA 180º
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WETSUIT SIZES
1 PIECE

WETSUIT SIZES
2 PIECE

MEN

MEN

CHEST
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

INCH
CM
FEET/INCH
CM
LBS
KGS

2
29-31
75-80
4/7-4/9
145-150
77-88
35-40

3
31-34
80-86
4/9-5/2
150-160
88-121
40-55

4
33-36
85-91
5/2-5/7
157-170
121-134
56-61

5
35-37
90-95
5/4-5/8
162-172
134-145
61-66

6
37-39
95-99
5/6-5/9
167-175
147-162
67-74

MT
37-39
95-99
5/10-6/2
177-190
149-167
68-76

WOMEN

CHEST
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

WAIST
HIPS
HEIGHT

8
41-43
104-108
5-/11-6/2
180-188
180-196
82-89

9
43-44
108-113
6/1-6/4
185-193
196-213
89-97

10
45-49
114-124
6/3-6/5
190-196
215-233
98-109

11
49-53
123-134
6/4-6/6
193-200
235+
107+

INCH
CM
FEET/INCH
CM
LBS
KGS

XXS
25-30
65-77
4/5-4/7
138-143
70-99
32-45

XS
31-33
78-86
4/9-5/3
144-160
101-116
46-53

S
33-35
83-89
5/3-5/6
157-167
118-134
54-61

INCH
CM
INCH
CM
INCH
CM
INCH
CM

8
25-27
64-69
21.5-23.5
55-60
26.5-28.5
67-72
4'1"-4'5"
125-135

10
27-29
69-74
23.5-25.5
60-65
28.5-30.5
72-77
4'5"-4'9"
135-145

12
29-31
74-79
25.5-27.5
65-70
30.5-32.5
77-82
4'9"-5'1"
145-155

M
35-37
89-94
5/5-5/10
165-177
132-147
60-67

L
37-39
94-99
5/10-6/1
170-185
145-163
66-74

XL
39-41
99-104
5/8-6/2
177-189
160-173
73-79

3

4

5

6

MT

7

8

9

10

11

31-34

33-36

35-37

37-39

37-39

38-41

41-43

43-44

45-49

49-53

CHEST

CM

75-80

80-86

85-91

90-95

95-99

95-99

98-104

104-108

108-113

114-124

123-134

HEIGHT

FEET/INCH

4/7-4/9

4/9-5/2

5/2-5/7

5/4-5/8

5/6-5/9

5/10-6/2

5/8-6/1

5/11-6/2

6/1-6/4

6/3-6/5

6/4-6/6

CM

145-150

150-160

157-170

162-172

167-175

177-190

173-185

180-188

185-193

190-196

193-200

WEIGHT

LBS

77-88

88-121

121-134

134-145

147-162

149-167

165-180

180-196

196-213

215-233

235+

KGS

35-40

40-55

56-61

61-66

67-74

68-76

75-82

82-89

89-97

98-109

107+

2

3

4

5

6

MT

7

8

9

10

11

INCH

28-29

29-30

30-31

31-32

32-33

32-33

33-34

34-35

35-36

36-39

39-41

CM

70.5-73.5

73.5-76.5

75.5-78.5

78.5-81.5

81.5-83.5

81.5-83.5

83-86.5

86.5-89

89-92

92-98

98-105

HEIGHT

FEET/INCH

4/7-4/9

4/9-5/2

5/2-5/7

5/4-5/8

5/6-5/9

5/10-6/2

5/8-6/1

5-/11-6/2

6/1-6/4

6/3-6/5

6/4-6/6

CM

145-150

150-160

157-170

162-172

167-175

177-190

173-185

180-188

185-193

190-196

193-200

WEIGHT

LBS

77-88

88-121

121-134

134-145

147-162

149-167

165-180

180-196

196-213

215-233

235+

KGS

35-40

40-55

56-61

61-66

67-74

68-76

75-82

82-89

89-97

98-109

107+

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

CHEST

INCH

25-30

31-33

33-35

35-37

37-39

39-41

CM

65-77

78-86

83-89

89-94

94-99

99-104

HEIGHT

FEET/INCH

4/5-4/7

4/9-5/3

5/3-5/6

5/5-5/10

5/10-6/1

5/8-6/2

CM

138-143

144-160

157-167

165-177

170-185

177-189

WEIGHT

LBS

70-99

101-116

118-134

132-147

145-163

160-173

KGS

32-45

46-53

54-61

60-67

66-74

73-79

XXS

XS

S

M

L

XL

INCH

20-24

24-26

26-28

28-30

30-32

32-34

WOMEN

WAIST
CHEST

HEIGHT
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
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2
29-31

INCH

WAIST

KIDS

CHEST

7
38-41
98-104
5/8-6/1
173-185
165-180
75-82

CM

51-60.5

60.5-65.5

65.5-71.5

71.5-76.5

76.5-81.5

81.5-86.5

FEET/INCH

4/5-4/7

4/9-5/3

5/3-5/6

5/5-5/10

5/10-6/1

5/8-6/2

CM

138-143

144-160

157-167

165-177

170-185

177-189

LBS

70-99

101-116

118-134

132-147

145-163

160-173

KGS

32-45

46-53

54-61

60-67

66-74

73-79
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GEAR
SIZES

ACCESSORIES
SIZES

MEN

UNISEX

CHEST

WAIST

HIPS

WAIST

HIPS
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S

M

L

XL

XXL

33,5-37

37-40,5

40,5-44

44-47,5

47,5-51

CM

76-85

85-94

94-103

103-112

112-120,5

120,5-129,5

INCH

28-30

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

CM

71-76

76-81

81-86

86-91,5

91,5-96,5

96,5-101,5

INCH

30-33,5

33,5-37

37-40,5

40,5-44

44-47,5

47,5-51

CM

76-85

85-94

94-103

103-112

112-120,5

120,5-129,5

S

M

L

XL

XXL

30-33,5

33,5-37

37-40,5

40,5-44

44-47,5

47,5-51

CHEST

INCH

CM

76-85

85-94

94-103

103-112

112-120,5

120,5-129,5

INCH

28-30

30-32

32-34

34-36

36-38

38-40

WAIST

CM

71-76

76-81

81-86

86-91,5

91,5-96,5

96,5-101,5

INCH

30-33,5

33,5-37

37-40,5

40,5-44

44-47,5

47,5-51

CM

76-85

85-94

94-103

103-112

112-120,5

120,5-129,5

WOMEN

CHEST

XS
30-33,5

XS
INCH

HIPS

CAPS

8 / XS

10 / S

12 / M

14 / L

16 / XL

INCH

31-33,5

33,5-36

36-38,5

38,5-41

41-43,5

CM

79-85

85-91,5

91,5-98

98-104

104-110,5

INCH

24-26,5

26,5-29

29-31,5

31,5-34

34-36,5

CM

61-67

67-73,5

73,5-80

80-86

89-93

INCH

33,5-36

36-38,5

38,5-41

41-43,5

43,5-46

CM

85-91,5

91,5-98

98-104

104-110,5

110,5-117

XS

S

20.9-22.8

21.7-23.6

A. HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE

INCH
CM

53-58

55-60

B. HEAD LENGTH

INCH

13.4-15.4

14.2-16.5

CM

34-39

36-42
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